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6 AirBnB website design

ideas for hosts.

1. Short-term rental website of Mattinson Hosted Homes

A pastel color palette pretty much always works. As does

it on the website of Mattinson Hosted Homes. What do

people love most about this website? It's the ‘air'. It's

light, airy, easy to navigate, and answers every FAQ.
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2. Greek Luxury AirBnB Website Design

Can you Smell the garlic?  Hear that Greek music? White

beaches and houses, the waves rolling over your feet, the

sun on your back. Your imagination will definitely be

sparked when looking at the Angelbay Bungalows website.

This is AirBnB website design done well.

The header that scrolls down with you is a great idea on a

website with such ‘long' pages.

Original source and asserts of Growyourbnb.
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3. Get some rest at this BnB in Haarlem: Studio Koning

Their website easily lures you in and makes you want to

hit the “book now” option.

So what's so good about this BnB website design? It'd be

the overall aesthetic. The rustic color pallet matches the

photos of the BnB itself. Well done, guys!

Another good thing about this website is the background

info they provide about themselves as the hosts.

Original source and asserts of Growyourbnb.
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As a potential guest, you want to know who you're staying

with when you book an AirBnB or BnB.

4. The BnB Website of LOVAT House

Creative, colorful, and well structured. That's how I'd

describe the website of LOVAT House. It's easy to find all

Original source and asserts of Growyourbnb.
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the answers to the questions you, as a guest, may have. I

particularly enjoy the color scheme of this gorgeous BnB.

5. Dream away at the Sunset View Lodge

Overlooking Baylys Beach on the west coast of Northland

NZ is where we'll find the Sunset View Lodge. It has

everything a good AirBnB website example needs.

1. A clear call to action right on the home page

(make a booking)

2. Not too many menu items (6)

3. High-quality pictures

4. An easy to use contact form

All information required to answer a guest's questions is

there – and that's it. Not more. One mistake many

websites make is that they overdeliver. They drown their

visitors with information. Think about it: when you visit a

web page, are you going to read everything that's on that

Original source and asserts of Growyourbnb.
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page? No way. You are probably even scanning this article.

So kill your darlings.

Original source and asserts of Growyourbnb.
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6. The fairytale website of Rookwood Inn

Purple, green, calligraphy, flowers: the Rookwood Inn
website makes me feel like I've just stepped into a
fairytale. If you are looking for a place to relax, enjoy
luxury, and ‘read a book with a cup of tea', then you'll
be lured in by this design.

Original source and asserts of Growyourbnb.


